Burger Dedicates Law Center
By Steve Harvey
The dedication of the Norton
Clapp Law Center in downtown Tacoma on September 13 represented
an historic event for the University
of Puget Sound and the Tacoma
area. The new location of the Law
School in the recently renovated
Rhodes building complex expands
the school into a comprehensive law
facility which in addition to classroom and faculty space and a
140,000 volume library contains
public and private law offices, conference facilities, and a branch of
the Washington State Court of
Appeals. The Law Center is expected, among1 other things, to bring
160 new permanent jobs to downtown Tacoma and attract approximately 1,000 persons daily to the
downtown area.
Delivering the dedication remarks
on September 13 was Chief Justice
of the United States Warren E
Burger. Also on hand were Senator
Henry Jackson, Congressman Norm
Dicks and several local, state, and
federal judges including State Su-

preme Court Judge Robert Utter and
Justice Jack Tanner.
Norton Clapp, the man for whom
the center is named, was himself a
lawyer by profession. Clapp has
been a trustee of the University
since 1932 and Chairman of the
Board of Trustees since 1967.
During his 48 years tenure as a trustee Clapp has been an instrumental
farce in much of the academic advancement and overall progress of
the University.

Chief Justice Warren

E. Burger responds to audience applause
following dedicatory remarks at the Norton Clapp Law Center.
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New Conduct Code Created

By David Frankel

The following interview is with Jim Degel, Legal Advisor to the Dean of Students' Office,
who was a member of the committee responsible for writing the new Student Conduct

Code.

Trail: What has to be done with this (the "Student Rights, Responsibilities and Conduct Manual") to get it passed?
Degel: The Student Conduct Code, which is one of the documents contained in there, has to be approved by the Student Senate and then by
the Board of Trustees. The manual itself doesn't really have to be approved.
Trail: In other words, it's just compiled of different...?
Degel: Yeah. It's like someone compiling a handbook or something
that's already got the documents in it.
What we probably will do though, and the committee is still talking
about this, is having the entire handbook approved by the Board of
Trustees if possible. So that would go to them in October.
Trail: When you were putting this new code together did you borrow
from the codes of any other schools?
Degel: Yes. There were quite a number of codes that we looked
through. One of tE.e major ones was this code published in the Journal
of Colleges and Universities of Law, which is a code proposed by the
University Attorney at the University of Maryland. At one point we
considered adopting it in total. What the attorney did was go through
all applicable law and made sure. that this code applied with all due
process requirements for the hearings, and made sure that it complied
with the provisions so that it wasn't vague or overbroad, that type of
thing. And it's actually very well written, but we figured that there was
some unique things about UPS, about the campus, and some history
too, going back with the other code. And so we decided instead of adopting something totally different that we would take the old code
and work other provisions into it.
Trail: What else did the committee that worked on this code do?
Degel: This (the Conduct Code) was the main thing; however, in the
very beginning we had to make a decision, we felt, and that was how
to work in resident hall conduct rules, or the conduct rules that would
govern, like the fraternities, and sororities, or the program houses, the
annex houses, that type of thing.
And we looked again at other Universities and how they tried to do
it. Most of the ones we looked at had problems with it and some had
their own court system within the residence halls, that took care of
things with an appeal to the Student Court; others had an administrative procedure in the residence halls that took care of conduct
problems; and some had just one conduct code that covered the entire
campus, within the residence halls or whatever.
So at the very beginning we had that choice to make. We looked at a
lot of things, and finally we decided to go with a separate judiciary
system (for the residence halls);it is right after the Student Code (in the
manual).
And the reason for that is that...one of the goals here at UPS is to
build a common atmosphere within the residence halls, and to work

on programming...well the University dedicated to the residence halls,
with the staff and with the money they put into putting staff in the programming, and so forth. And because of that, there is an attitude that
we picked up...well, there were 2 things: first of all, we found-and this
was some feedback from the Student Court members, mostly, and
from Don Carmichael-that residence hall type of conduct problems
are very difficult for the Student Court to adjudicate. Don felt-if I can
be fair and paraphrase him-that the court could be really
overburdened. The other problem that we saw was that there was no
due process right now in the residence halls. Most of us...on the committee were concerned and some of us were upset about some of the
things in past dealings with the residence halls. There were some
people, not the ones who were evicted at the beginning, but some
things that happened later on. I was concerned that due process
wasn't followed. There was no hearing, there was no specific evidence
against the people.
Trail: Was that Scott Hansen and Mark Odean?
Degel: Well, it was actually the 10 people before that. Scott and Mark
were evicted and then later on continued to do things which brought
them before the Student Court. And that happened. But when the tenthere were five Anderson-Langdon and five in Todd-were evicted, it
was just that kind of problem that came to a head.. end the former
Associate Dean Mary Longland's' attitude was that housing-University
housing-was a privelege and that the University could deny recontracting with the student...lt's like a landlord giving you 20 day notice,
that type of thing.
And thats where we ran into a problem...first of all, (the University)
has the annex rentals, which they try to do a landlord-tenant thing
with. Then they have the fraternity and sorority houses which they do
this exclusive use agreement with. I guess it not even called exclusive, which is kind of halfway between landlord-tenant and some kind
of a less formal arrangement
but apparently he wanted something done, expected the University
to...well, I shouldn't get too many facts on there, because I'm not exactly clear on them.
But the University was in a position there then. What applies? Can we
ganction this student?
cont. on page 6, col. 1
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We Endorse John Anderson

"Human History becomes
more and more a race
between education and
...H.G. Wells
catastrophe."
By David C. Smith, Steve Harvey, Lisa Martin
great President is everyone idolizes
him. Instead, we have ridiculously
The coming election will be an ehigh inflation, a troublesome unemlection of "firsts." It will be the first
ployment rate, and declining protime that an independent candidate
ductivity, all of which have forced
with no party support ever attracts a
him to hide in the Rose Garden.
significant share of the vote. It may
Reagan, on the other nano, reprebe the first time in over 150 years the
sents a selfish Moral Minority (desHouse of Representatives chooses
pite claims to having a moral
the President. It will be the first time
majority). What is especially
in which all of the major candidates
enticing is Reagan's "new math,"
are only running for one term.
which would be great, but these
It would be Carter's second term;
had too much calculus to be fooled.
Anderson pledges that he will be a
He proposes to decrease federal
one-term President; Reagan is too
spending, heavily increase defense
old to run for a second term--his
spending, but he won't significantly
likely successor is George Bush.
decrease social programs - at least
The uniqueness of this election anot yet... In addition, the American
rrives in a unique time. We live in an
public is entitled to a tax cut. This
interim period—an era in which we
proposal spells out two
have time to think, to breathe, bealternatives:either a huge federal
fore the next major crisis. This perdeficit or severs cuts to social
iod has lasted since the end of the
programs.
Vietnam War, and the past three
Even more dangerous is Reagan's
Presidents have failed to take admuch-discussed foreign policy. We
vantage of this valuable time. We
must embark now on long-term will only ask you to think about this:
If Reagan had been President in
efforts to deter the impending disasters, and to lengthen this "inter- May, would he have really blockim" period. Only one candidate is aded Cuba as he said he would
have? It seems the only inkling of
willing to do this.
what Reagan will do as President
Why vote for John Anderson?
Many people are doing it to "pro- comes when his aides can't shut him
test" against a Reagan-Carter ballot;
many are intrigued by Anderson's
honest and long-term goals. Anderson provides an unusual and refreshing mix: he is conservative on
economic issues, liberal on social
problems, and moderately conservative on defense and foreign policy.
Anderson is a realist, not an idealist;
he realizes we -cannot
ignore the
poor, cannot delay energy conservation and exploration of alternatives,
and cannot
underpay the personnel
in our armed forces. Both Carter
and Reagan are idealists. Carter is
so infatuated with being popular
that he governs his politics by the opinion polls. Never has he realized
that unpopular measures many
times bring the best result. Popularity has rarely meant success, and
Carter apparently thinks he can be a

up in time.
But again, why vote for Anderson?
Quite simply because Anderson's
proposals are designed to save us
from the delicate international situations which our country faces.
His platform is not full of floating
generalities. It is a 317-page document of exactly what he would do as
President (a 39-page summary is on
reserve in the Library—under ASUPS).
His ideas are common sense for the
short term and detailed analysis for
the long term. Read the
remainder of the platform to best
understand how Anderson's
proposals work together for ourselves and our descendants.
lf you do, we believe you will
agree that if would benefit both
ourselves and our children to vote
for John B. Anderson.

Weighty Issue in Snack Bar

Morality Wave Disgusting
OPINION
By Lisa Martin
I walked away from the Reagan Anderson debate last night with a
sick feeling in my gut. The swing towards conservatism in this country
which has led to the enthusiastic nomination of Reagan for the Repubblican Presidential candidate both amazes and worries me. I cannot
get away from the feeling that Reagan (and individuals like him) are
basically dangerous to the welfare of other individuals who believe
that every man and woman has the right to choose their own moral
and value code.
But back to the debate. My interest does not lie in comparing
Energy or Economic policies; however, a couple things did strike me as
extremely important. Anderson's approach is much wider, with an underlying understanding that the United States is not alone in this
world. Reagan approaches both these areas from a very nationalistic
perspective. (After all, Vietnam was a just war, right?) Reagan's re-•
liance on emotionalism and nostalgia disgusts me, and insults the intelligence of the American people. (But perhaps he is right).
The one issue in the debate that grabbed my attention was abortion. It must be remembered that the question of the morality of abortion is not a decided issue; and yet, here is a man who wants to decide
for every woman in ,America. I don't care whether Reagan personally
believes abortion to be right or wrong. I don't care what any individual's opinion is on the matter, for that is not the question at hand.
Rather, the question is whether or not any of us have the right to impose our personal sense of morality on another individual. Such an
issue doesn't belong in the political arena.
It did not surprise me that 60 Minutes featured a report on fundamental christian influence in politics immediately following the debate. Abortion is simply a symptom of a new moral wave in politics.
Other symptoms are prayer in public schools and anti-gay rights. (Of
course, this new political wave just loves Ronald Reagan). The arrogance of these flag-waving Christians is amazing. I want to laugh and
cont. on pg. 9, col. 1.
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A Look at the New Code

OPINION

By Lisa Martin
On Thursday the 18th, the new
Student Code of Conduct was submitted to the Student Senate for discussion, which was open to all students. The new Code was written
this summer, part( in response to
the increasing realization that the
Old Code left much to be desired.
(The Old Code was extremely ambiguous, rendering both due process
and clarity unreachable ideals).
Don Carmichael (Legal Advisor to
the Student Court) and Jim Degel
(Legal Advisor to the Dean of Students), two members of the committee responsible for writing the
New Code, submitted the Code to
the Senate and students, hoping to
elicit critically constructive responses and suggestions.
All and all, I felt the meeting went
fairly well. The only thing that
disappointed me was the apparent
lack of interest among the Student
Body as a whole; other than members of the Student Senate, there
were barely half a dozen individuals
present. (But I guess I'm slowly
growing accustomed to that apathy)
.
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OPINION
Perhaps I completely miss the boat when it comes to having any
sort of mind for business and profits. Nevertheless, I really can't see,
the sense behind the new piece of machinery at the cash register
of the snack bar. What is this new addition to the "pleasantly liberal"
atmosphere of UPS? It's a scale, a scale to weigh salads at twentycents an ounce.
This may seem like an extremely petty issue; however, it is just another example of what I consider to be a poorly run Food Service outfit. I mean, both the grill and the sandwich counter are inaccessible to
any individual who does not have at last fifteen minutes to spend in
line during lunch, and now the poor cash-register lady (who seems to
be one of the few quickmoving individuals around) also gets tied up
weighing salads. Besides, twenty-cents an ounce is ridiculous. What's
wrong with a standard size bowl (and an equitable price) for salads?
I don't know who came up with this ingenious far out in left field
idea (reports have it that it was Mr. Grimwood), but the whole motive
behind it seems to be the most petty issue of all. But as I said, I
haven't a mind for business - at least this kind of business.

Nevertheless, among those the
New Code of Conduct was received
by, it appeared to be received well..
Many helpful suggestions were
made, and the final draft of the
Code will soon be submitted to the
Student Senate and Board of Trustees for final approval. (Submission
to the Student Senate occurred last
night; I do not know the result of
that meeting). However, it is my opinion that this entire process will go
well; the New Code is concise, clear,
and organized. It seems to have
been written both intelligently and
with a high degree of fairness in
mind.
I would like to take this opportunity to suggest that it may be a
good idea for all students to drop by
and pick up a copy of the New Code
of Conduct in the Dean of Students
Office. It is not only a document
that has been a topic of much
controversy in the past, but it is also
a document that has the potential to
affect each student's life here on
campus.
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Jean Hill Discusses D.O.S. Office
By David Frankel
The following interview is with the new Dean of Students, lean Hill, who replaced
Gordon Verplank in August. Hill was formerly Dean of Students at the Univesity of
Idaho in Moscow.

Trail: What, if anything, was wrong with the Dean of Student setup in
the past, before you came here, that you had to change?
Hill:
Nothing really was wrong with it, and I really haven't made
any changes. We've still got 2 Associate Deans as there was in the
past, we've got a Director of Counseling...there really haven't been
any structural changes made. The structural changes are very much
the same. And all I did at that point was fill vacancies. And we still
have one coming, that's the Director of Counseling position.
Trail: Do you plan on making any changes in structure? Or do you
plan on making any changes in procedure?
Hill: At this point, I really can't answer that question, as far as "what is
the department going to look like a year from now?", I really can't
answer that at this point, because we've got to get a little further into
it yet, before we make that determination. We're at a stage now
where...next Wednesday we're spending time defining our goals and
objectives. And we've already got a philosophy statement that we
worked out just the latter part of August. And we'll come up with
goals and objectives, we've all redone our job descriptions so that
they're more descriptive of the work that we're doing on a daily basis.
And we're in that kind of a stage right now, so as far as structure
goes....
Trail: There were some changes in the Student Conduct Code, and you
were in the committee in the latter part. What do you think about the
old and the new one, in general? Are there any things that seem to be
important to you about the changes that were made?
Hill: Well, I think one of the things that's important is that it appears to
be more concise, and appears to pull more things together; it's a little
better organized than what's been there in the past. So I think it's better...lt looks to me like it's a better structure and a better instrument
that people can pick up the document and look at it and know more
precisely what are the effects of their conduct on campus will be.
As far as my involvement in it, I've attended one meeting of the
Student Coisduct Committee, so to say that I've been involved in rewriting the code is certainly not the case. I did attend one meeting,
and I did give some input to thg committee at that time with regard to
a little better organization, pulling things a little tighter together. But
other than that, I have not been involved in it.
Trail: Were you involved in the final approval by that committee of
what they came out with?
Hill: No, I wasn't. That was done before I arrived on campus.,
Trail: What do you have planned for the Alcohol Policy, if anything?
Hill: What do I have planned for it?
Trail: Yes.
Hill: 'It seems to be working just the way it is. The problem seems to
be primarily .with implementation, not with the policy itself.
cont. on page 11, col. 1

Hazing

OPINION

•

No Immediate Threat to UPS
By Mike Fukushima
Stephen Call was a nineteen year-old pledge at the University of
Lowell in Massachusetts this past fall. He probably gave in to the peer
pressure and the lure of brotherhood when he made his fatal decision
to join Delta Kappa Phi. Maybe his father or brother were former actives, or maybe he was just a lonely kid away from home for the first
time. For whatever reason, Stephen Call collapsed during calisthenics, which were part of an initiation rite, and died of hyperthermia,
overheating of the body. His was the fifteenth hazing fatality in the
past thirty months.
There are thirteen Greek living groups at UPS and they have a
pledge class numbering approximately 175 students this year. Hazing
is thus a prevalent issue on this campus as it is on almost every campus in the nation.
Chuck Stevens was a freshman pledge in 1978 at Alfred University in
New York. As part of his initiation, he and two other pledges were
locked in the trunk of a car and told they could not get out until they
drank a pint of bourbon, a six pack of beer, and a fifth of wine. Stevens died of alcohol poisoning and fluid in the lungs. His mother, Eileen Stevens, is now leading the Committee To Halt Useless College
Killings (CHUCK). She says, "In over ninety percent of the incidents,
alcohol is involved. So, when you are dealing with peer pressure, secrecy and alcohol abuse, you've got a very dangerous problem."
Nineteen-year-old William Flowers of Monmouth College died in a
fraternity initiation rite, on a deserted Jersey Beach, suffocating when
the mock grave he was digging collapsed.
Six fraternity pledges at LSU are hit by a car while crossing a dark
country road blindfolded, as part of hazing rites. Bruce Wiseman, 18,
died.
cont. on page 4, col. 1

English Majors Unite
By Virginia Boyer
The English Majors Association is alive, thriving, and planning a
variety of activities for this year. Already in progress is the Thursday
noon "Food for Thought" lecture/discussion series, held in Kilworth.
Topics include Francis Cousens on Gulliver's Travels, Michael Curley
on the Mabinogi, which are Welsh stories exemplifying the finest flowering of the Celtic genius, Esther Wagner on Yeats, and Rob Garratt
on modern Irish literature. Check the Tattler and the Trail for dates, or
call the English department. The object of the series is to stimulate
thought and discussion on important ideas raised by various authors:
"We'd like to show that literature has an interest outside of English
classes, that all majors can get something out of literature to apply to
their lives," says Jeri Hurd President of the EMA.
The ?next meeting of the EMA, a chance for the approximately 120
majors to get together, is October 8 at 4:00 P.M. in the English Department office. Serving the association are steering committee with Jeri
Hurd, Robin Loftus, Michele McCord, Russ Stoddard, Margaret Burke,
and Janice Godak. The committee is eager to involve all English majors. Those interested may contact Jeri Hurd at x3235 or leave their
names in the English Department suggestion box, which is a place to
leave all ideas about group and department activities.
Tentative future plans include a costume ball during Winterim, trips
to the theatre and opera with background lectures, and an English
majors lounge, a place to meet and commune with lovers of literature.
A committee is exploring ideas related to academic work, such as a
continuous curriculum and a standard reading list.
In describing the English major, Robin Loftus notes, "By studying
English I'm majoring in everything UPS offers, because it's all there. It
includes, Religion, History, Political Science, Economics, Philosophy,
Art, and Music. It is the study of what it means to be a person. To be
studying English is to be involved with every aspect of being a human
being."

The 'Bard' is Coming to UPS

By Paul Grondahl
That William Shakespeare was their efforts will be aimed at the
not a playwright to address the uni- accessibility of Shakespeare's work
versal themes that affect mankind for supplementing thought and disthrough the whole gamut of human cussion within a variety of disciplines.
emotions would be, indeed, a fool- Their classroom visits/lectures will
ish argument to pursue. encompass the departments of
Those qualities of Shakespeare's Music, Art, History, Sociology,
genius are exactly the points that Psychology, Biology, Politics &
four actors from the Royal Shake- Government and more normally asspeare Company will be exploiting sociated fields--English and
during their campus residency Sep- Communication & Theatre Arts.
tember 30 through October 4. They Outside of their work in specific
will be providing a creative, enter- classes, the RSC troupe will be
taining learning experience geared giving two public lectures and three
at both the casual and the scholarly evening performances, all of which
interest in the Bard's work. are available to UPS students on a
Although the core of the program first-come, first-serve basis. Only
is, of course, directed at Shakespeare, the Saturday evening performance
these accomplished artists will in- will require tickets, available at the
clude presentations on other promi- Info. Booth.
nent English literary figures such as
Tuesday, Oct. 1, Sebastian Shaw
W.H. Auden and D.H. Lawrence. will be speaking on "Changing Styles
The four actors are Ann Firbank, of Classical Acting" at the Inside
Geoffrey A' Hutchings, John Nettles , Theatre (site of all public lectures
and Sebastian Shaw. The thrust of
cont. on page 5, col. 1
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Students Speak Out on Draft Registration
By Theresa Baird
The old Lie: Dulce et decorum est
Pro patria mori
...Wilfred Owen

agreed to be interviewed on the issue
are Mike Shephard (Fresh.); Randy
Mauk (Soph.); and Bill Andrews
(Jun.). The following is a result of
the interviews.

Trail: Are you in favor of the draft?
In Early August the announcement
Mike: "I'm against the idea of the
was made that men born between
the years of 1960-1961 were request- Government forcing people to do
ed-manditorily-to register for the something, when originally the basis
draft. The heat of the issue burned of the Government was freedom.
a front page spot nationally for a The meaning of freedom is not
period of approximately 2 weeks, force."
then sizzled down to a few editorials Randy: "I wouldn't mind a volunteer
and second page articles. Now, in system, but I don't think it should be
late September the TRAIL would like manditory."
to take advantage of the calm after Bill: "A peace time draft is unnecesthe storm, and find out the opinions sary, but it's a good idea to have the
and feelings of some of the men who system organized if there is a threat
registered. Three UPS students who to national security."
cont. from pg. 3.
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The hazing stories go on and on. "Very often they are called isolated incidents or unfortunate accidents," says Eileen Stevens. "They
are neither. Accidents are spontaneous and these hazings are premeditated and planned and perpetuated in the name of tradition. It's
happening far more often than people realize." But is it happening
here at UPS?
SAE House President Bob Bolton says, "It's expressly againt SAE
National Chapter by-laws and we believe it really isn't necessary.
Hey...pledges need positive support; they join a fraternity to get a positive experience, to meet people and learn leadership skills and have a
good time. We emphasize the need to study and the activities help
the pledges as much as possible."
Kappa Sigma rush chairman, Kevin Callaghan, states, "Some of the
houses used to do it a long time ago - hazing was pretty widespread.
Hey, we live with these guys and to haze them would just make me
real embarrassed along with them. We tell them about the house and
its history and we try to teach a little, but at Kappa Sig's we're mostly
equal." Jim Roper and Ted Parry of the Phi Delts agreed with most of
the premises and they added "This school is too small. A hazing incident would get around campus just like that and hurt the fraternity."
UPS fraternities are basically fighting a numbers game. They can't
haze (And I'm not saying they'd want to if they could) because the system is in trouble. The freshman pledge class is about twenty percent
lowerthan it has to be to fulfill maximum occupancy. And those are
generous figures. Housing director Paul Burdick states that it may be
a significant enough loss that a few fraternities on campus may die
within the next couple years, and sororities will follow.
On a national level, fraternities are doing much better than they did
ten years ago. Fred Yoder of the national branch of Sigma Chi states,
"It's (hazing) a problem that is more potentially prevalent now then it
was 10 years ago. There is more competition to get into fraternities,
and today's student tends not to be as questioning, as critical, as many
were in the early '70's."
Most national fraternities punish local chapters that violate their
anti-hazing rules. Last year SAE suspended its chapters at the University of Arizona and Gettysburg (PA) College for hazing.
Other fraternities differ on the meaning of hazing. Groff Fitzgerald,
Executive Director of Theta Delta Chi, claims, "If you make a kid learn
the names of 50 prominent fraternity members when he should be doing his Political Science, I consider that hazing. We simply have a
blanket policy that encourages the houses to do nothing that in any
way demeans or embarasses or physically or emotionally strains any
kid who wants to join the fraternity."
Some states have enacted laws against hazing.
The Greek system at UPS won't have any trouble with hazing for awhile. They're fighting to hard to stay alive.

Doonesbury
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by Garry Trudeau

LIBRARY, POP... TEACHER
SAYS If THE PRES/PENTS
CUMIN' TO FRITTERS, WE
OU6HT4 READ UP ON
THE B/6 PROBLEM HES
NAVIN' IN WASHIN670N/

Freedom of choice was the point
most emphasized among the three
students; "I don't believe in being
forced to do anything," says Mike
Shephard, "especially being forced
into a situation where death could
be a result. But because of the situation we're in right now, I feel there is
really no other way."
Similarly, Randy Mauk believes
that "sometimes we have to fight to
keep the way we live, but that
doesn't mean you have to force
someone to fight."
"I felt strange signing a contract
that could control my life," says Bill
Andrews.
The attitude, however, towards
registration has been fairly casual;
the issue mixes in with half-joking
escape plans of "going to the mountains" or signing up "just to stay out

You smug-faced crowds with kindling eye who cheer when soldier lads
march by, sneak home and pray
you'll never know the hell where
youth and laughter go.
...Siegfried Sassoon

"Hawkeye" Se es it All
By Crystal Wagely

You can't butter her up eithershe's way too smart. UPS students
who get away with carrying their unchecked library books out the "IN"
door, and get out of class early with
their sixth "grandmother's funeral"
excuse of the year have met their
match when they reach the doors of
the Great Hall. Why?...Because the
doors are guarded by none other
than the phenomenal and schoolrenowned "Hawkeye" herself.
You know her. She's the lady who
punchesyourmeal card as she greets
you by name. Or maybe she smiles
and writes down your number
when you say you've forgotten your
card again. After the first three
weeks of school you can bet she will
have most everyone's name and
number memorized for the rest of
the year. Don't let her friendliness
fool you-she may be kind, but she's
firm. She's the best rule enforcer on
campus. Naive freshmen THINK
they're getting away with something
when they sneak in the exit door of
Great Hall. Little do they know that
Hawkeye has already spied them
from across the room and jotted
down their names and numbers (before they even reach the low-cal
dressing!)
After standing in line for five minutes, you may notice that Hawkeye
is no ordinary, everyday meal card
lady. Not only does she know almost everyone who goes through
those doors, but she has possibly the
most pleasaQt and warm personality
of anyone you'll come in contact
with on campus. It is not unusual to
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OPINION

of jail." Mike Shephard quoted a
philosophy once stated by Will
Rogers: "If a Mother's son is killed
in a war, there's a twinkle in her eye
that wouldn't be there if her son had
been hit by a truck." Mike, who's
brother died in Vietnam twelve years
ago, is very serious about the issue.
"On my way out of the post office, I
got pissed off. I don't know...The
idea that I had been my own person
for eighteen years, then suddenly I
had signed my name to a cheap little form that could change my
whole life. I drove like a maniac
home."

TEACHER
SAYS THAT'S
pAizr OF THE
PROBLEM.
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see her having a conversation with
every other person in line. What is
more amazing is that every other
person in line appears to be a personal friend of hers. Yes, she is one
of the most popular girls on campus.
Who is "Hawkeye?" How does
she remember all of those names
and numbers, and why is she so dang
nice? "Hawkeye" is really Marian
Frank, a wife, mother, and grandmother who was born in Fort Wayne,
Indiana, but has been a resident of
Tacoma for quite sometime. No, the
rumor that she has a photographic
memory is not true. In fact, she has
no idea how she has become so good
at memorization, and claims she
doesn't even have any "system."
However, she has been a "meal card
lady" here at UPS since September
of 1967, and she's living proof that
practice does make perfect.
Marian very enthusiastically professes her love for her job. She impresses the point that getting to
know all the students is like having a
big family. "Besides my own children,
I have all these kids too," she says
with a smile of contentment.
Needless to say, the students
seem rather attached to her too.
However, sometimes her most fanatic fans choose some rather unusual
ways to show their affection. She
laughs openly as she recalls the first
Halloween several years ago when
some students decided to drop a
giant black spider from the balcony
above her cash register. She says
she's a sucker for things like that,
and although the stunt has become a
traditional joke, the antic never fails
to make her gasp and jump off her
seat. The reaction always sends half
of the cafeteria into uncontrollable
laughter. Of course she laughs it off
after she recovers from the shock.
She's lucky she has a sense of humor.
Marian says nothing else really ever
happens to disturb her line of dutyexcept maybe a student peeling an
orange over her head once in awhile.
As Hawkeye says, "kids will be kids."
When she's not at the door of the
Great Hall, Marian is making out
Sub salad dressing, working at the
office, or filling in wherever she's
needed. She loves to bowl, but regrets that she rarely has time. Her
personal opinion of herself is: "Why
do you want tointerviewME??
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The 'Bard' at UPS

cont. from page 3

has worked with the likes of David
and performances with exception of
Saturday night) beginning at 10:00
Rudkin, Tom Stoppard, David
Storey and Mike teigh.
a.m. On Friday, Oct. 3, a 1:00 p.m.
Sebastian Shaw, at age 75, is the
lecture by John Nettles and Geoffrey
Hutchings titled "A Motley Rogue:
senior member of the resident troupe.
A Personal Description Of
He began his extensive theatre
career at the age of nine. In the enShakespeare's Fools" is slated.
suing 66 years, he has played almost
All four of the company will be
every great role which the theatre
performing at the three evening perhas to offer on both sides of the
fromances scheduled for Wednesday,
Thursday and Saturday (Wilson High Atlantic. His first major role was
Romeo at Stratford-upon-Avon in
School Auditorium) at 8:00.
1979. Mr. Shaw also has two novels
"Shakespeare And The Actors: Sig(The Christening and My Sister
nals Through The Flames" will be
offered Wednesday night, This proMillie) and three plays (The Ship's
Bell, The Cliff Walk, and Cul do Sac)
gram provides the audience with a
to his credit.
fascinating glimpse at the intensive
This unique opportunity is yours
and usually private way in which the
four actors approach their roles in
to take advantage of during the
Hamlet. "The Tarnished Phoenix"
week of September 30-October 4.
Informal lunches with actors as well
on Thursday is a performance that
as the numerous class sessions will
consists of a tightly woven enterprovide the opportunity to personaltainment based on D. H. Lawrence's
ly talk with an inquire into the reserpoetry, letters, and journal entries
voir of knowledge on Shakespeare
and on the memoirs of Freida
and theatre from these accomplished
Lawrence and is especially timely in
performers.
this, the 50th anniversary of
Lawrence's death. Saturday evening's
show will be held at Wilson High
School Auditorium as a large crowd
ROYAL SHAKESPEARE
is anticipated. "The Measure Of
Our Days: Shakespeare's Great
COMPANY
Stage" will blend scenes from
Shakespeare's plays and contempo'SCHEDULE*****
rary material about the Bard.
Each of the-four actors have exSeptember 30 - October 4
tensive and impressive performance
credits. Ann Firbank's most recent
Tuesday: 9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m /
work includes Calpurnia to Sir John •
Classroom lecture-discussions
Gielgud's Caesar in Julius Caesar, •
directed by John Schlesinger at the
Wednesday: 9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. /
National Theatre. She also has apClassrOom lecture-discussions. 8:00
peared in numerous films and teleP.m. / "Shakespeare And The Actors:
vision serials including the role of
Signals Through The Flames" (Inside
Princess Alexandria in Lilli, which
Theatre).
aired recently on public television.
John Nettles has played many
• Thursday: 9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. / Classroles at the Bristol Old Vic and the
room lecture-discussions. 8:00 p.m
Royal Shakespeare Company,. and
'The
Tarnished Phoenix" (Inside'
has acted in several BBC Television
Theatre).
series, including their current offering of Merchant of Venice in which
Friday: 9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. / Class
he performs the part of Brabantio.
room lecture-discussions.
Geoffrey Hutchings has appeared
in nearly 40 RSC productions and
Saturday: 9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. / Work
shops. 8:00 p.m. / "The Measure Ot
ur Days: Shakespeare's Great
Stage" (Wilson High School Auditorium).
The Admissions Office is interested

Photos Needed

in paying for photographs of and
about UPS for use in office publica
tions and albums. Photos of students
in dormitories, in athletic competition (particularly women's sports),
and in classrooms, are most needed
The office will pay $5 for each photograph which is used. Please contact Kristen Laine in the Office of
Admissions at x 3211 for further details.

Part Time Jobs
Your Part Time Job Board has 60
current listings today. Additional
openings are being located daily, so
check the board often if you are
looking for part time off-campus employment.
Your Job Locator and Developer,
Felix Johnson, is at his desk Monday
thru Thursday from 12 to 2:30p.m.to
give you assistance and answer any
questions you may have about available openings. The office and board
are still located in Room 225 of the
Library.
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Brubaker Reviewed
By Elizabeth Elliott

"BRUBAKER", starring Robert Redford, Jane Alexander, and Yapher
Kotto, is playing at the Temple Theatre, corner of S 2nd & St. Helens.
Shown daily at 7:30 and 9:55. Sundays only at 2:40, 5:05, 7:30, and 9:55.
Admission is $4 for adults. Rated R.

"Brubaker- is the story of a new warden's efforts to improve conditions at Wakefield State Prison. Unfortunately he is held back by
government officials who like all talk and no action, a Prison Board
which knows nothing about what goes on at the prison, a corrupt
group of men in charge of the other prisoners at Wakefield, and, for a
while, the inmates themselves.
Arriving disguised as a new prisoner, Henry Brubaker gets a firsthand look at the deplorable conditions inmates face. The "Trustees,"
inmates appointed to act as guards over the others, punish prisoners
cruelly and indiscriminately. They must be bribed if one wants to get
and keep a bed. The convicts are also forced to work outside the
prison for local businessmen. The new warden is appalled by what he
learns in Wakefield. He reveals his identity to the old warden and
takes over.
Brubaker gets a taste of how corrupt the system is when the barrack's roof caves in one night. He confronts and ousts the doctor, who
is charging the injured for medical attention. The next morning he
discovers that while the prison does hold insurance policies for threshers and balers, machines which are non-existent at Wakefield, there
is no coverage on the buildings. The insurance company from which
the policies were purchased belongs to a member of the Prison Board.
As time goes on, Brubaker uncovers and attacks a number of injustices and wheelings and dealings. One of these is the puzzle of why
the inmates are going hungry even though the prison has its own profitable fields and livestock. Someone is slaughtering the cattle and
selling off the crops, while those who are supposed to get the food suffer. Brubaker fires the clerk in charge of accounting for the prison's
food supply. This action and his decision to hold elections for an Inmate Council to help establish prison policies serve only to make enemies for the new warden. He believes that by giving the inmates an
amount of self-government he can help them regain a little dignity and
pride in themselves. The Trustees, fearful of losing their power, decide
the warden is dangerous. Brubaker only adds marks to the tally
against him when he openly defies the Prison Board and ignores
warnings from the inmates not to search for the 'prison secrets' buried
in an old pasture.
The conclusion of the movie does not bring the situation to a satisfactory close, but it does seem to be the inevitable result of Brubaker's struggle against"tradition." The story line is fairly good, though a
bit difficult to believe in parts. One would hope the conditions in-side
the prison were greatly exaggerated for dramatic effect, but only
someone who has been there could say for sure.
Robert Redford fans will probably enjoy watching him as the humane reform warden fighting corruption. Jane Alexander is Lillian
Yaphet Kotto
Gray, Brubaker's contact with the governor.
Coombes, one of the more likable Trustees.
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The West End brings you
'-'111'11-1appy Hour all night long!
Phi Chi Theta
QAnd stimulating
cr,
THE
co
conversation
at,
PROFESSIONAL
In

ALTERNATIVE
f you are a Business or
Economics student with
at least a 2.8 cumulative
GPA, visit
our
information
table
in
McIntyre Hall TODAY
between 10a.m. and 2
p.m..PHI CHI THETA can
help you experience the
professionalism you will
need for your future

"Say weren't you in
Hartley's class last
semester?"

Thursday Nights
Presenting
`,"
60 of Moen 475
Schooners
30 --E
Bigger Burgers, now 1/4 lb. all beef. Foos Ball,
Pool, Space Invaders and Asteroids.
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Jim Degel Discussion of New Code continued

So those are kind of some of the problems Same way with the
Alcohol Policy.
Trail: What did they do?
Degel: That's one reason why maybe you shouldn't put any facts in
there. It isn't resolved yet, and it might really jeopardize the student
who got assaulted.
Trail: Could the Student Court expel someone from the residence
halls?
Degel: Oh, the Student Court could, yeah, but not by the administrative procedure that was used just for the residence halls.
Trail: Would this new code allow for the expulsion of a student who
hasn't been expelled by the Student Court?
Degel: This would prohibit it There's only several ways. Almost everything would have to go under the Student Court.
Trail: In the old Student Conduct Code there was a lot of ment!on of
agencies, the IFC Tribunal, the Panhellenic Council, etc. These were
all left out in the new code. In the new code everything is
concentrated under the Court.
Degel: Yeah. In the old code they had provisions for courts within the
residence halls, that kind of thing. Now those were never really established and set up. No one put the time into them, and no one set
them up. So they actually didn't function. So that meant, what the
code interpreted very strictly is that everything would have had to
come under the conduct code. But it just wasn't done. What we tried
to do was develop a code where it worked. so that you didn't have to
push •aside when you ended up with a strange situation
But it is complex. Most every situation would come under the
Conduct Code, which would go to the court. There are several provisions within it The student can choose to have an informal conference
with the Dean of Students...Almost every school has that procedure.
And it's designed for a student who want to maintain their privacy.
Trail: This new Code gives the Dean of Students a lot more
responsibility.
Degel: Yeah. Gives him or her a lot more responsibility, and because of
that I think the Dean of Students is going to have to develop a structure within the Dean's office which will put some of the work on other
people. So Jean Hill herself may not do everything in here, but it comes
under her office. But the other thing that we did... the only thing we
changed in the composition of the Court...well, its in the new version
coming out here, and this was something that...
Trail: In other words, it's not in this Code (the one I had)?
Degel: No, it's not. And the reason it isn't is because when we drafted
this, we were trying to be very careful not to change anything in the
old code that worked and that had thought behind it, and so forth. And
one of things was that the composition of the Courtseemed to be fairly
good, the way that it was done and so forth. We've run into two problems with that.
First of all, when Jean Hill got here, she looked at that and said,
"there's no way that a Dean of Students or a Dean of Students designate should be on the Student Court." And we went, whoa!
Trail: She was here for the whole thing, wasn't she? All the meetings
on the code?
Degel: No, not until she came on board, which was in August
sometime. So we met for a few months in there without her
Trail: About how many of the meetings was she at?
Degel: Oh, probably half, or more. But everything went through her.
The Committee as a whole had to vote, or we at least approved what
was in it and stuff.
'Nell, what she said made a lot of sense. She said okay,"the Dean is
very much in the role of taking a complaint, investigating it, and
bringing charges. And to have that same person on the court just looks
unfair, whether the person can be objective or not " And I didn't know
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how that thing got by us, because it is blatant. And what happened in
the past was every time a court hearing was convened they disqualified the Dean from the panel...you can disqualify someone for bias, or
at least the parties make a motion and the court decides. And they just
disqualified him.
So that's one of the changes in the draft. I can get you a draft today.
That's one of the major changes there. So it changes the composition
of the Court to five students and two faculty.
Trail: Do you have any general comments?
Degel: Well, the general comments that I would have to make are:
First of all, we tried to make it as open a process as we could in making this. It's a really difficult process, and I don't know what we're
going to run into here in the adoption of it through the Senate, but not
only is it hard working in committee, trying to come up with a consensus of ideas and changes in a code like this, but it's also difficult to
work on a process of keeping that opened up so that everyone else in
the community can have input. And our intent is not to put anything
over on anybody. We would like this thing to be looked at with as
much scrutiny as possible. By everybody involved. And if there are
sections in there that don't make sense or that don't fit in, we want
them to be pointed out.
The other thing that I would like to say is that we were all very
strongly committed to one thing, and that was that the code we have
right now just does not work.
And so that gave us a good starting point, at least, so that we weren't
merely making a couple of small amendments in wording or something, we actually went for a major revision. And that makes it hard to
follow, because we thought not only were some of the specific things
in the code bad or not explanatory and stuff, but the whole structure
of it. We redid the whole structure. So in order to compare with the
other, it takes a lot of time. And I've contrived to do that throughout
the whole thing,
And the third thing that was upmost in all of our minds was the constitutional requirements, the - due process requirements of a proper
hearing . It is a fact that a private University in these types of hearing
does not have to have a really extensive due process hearing, whereas
at a state University the requirements are a bit more stringent. But we
felt that in this interest of really adhering to the spirit of constitutional
principles that we wanted to include as stringent due process
requirements at UPS as they have anywhere else.
Editor's Note: The above interview was edited in terms of which questions and answers were chosen to print; however, the words of Jim
Degel were not altered in any way.

Logger Ledger Needs Your Address
The Logger Ledger is going to press
in early October and will list both
your local and permanent addresses.
Be sure that your addresses are reported correctly by submitting an
address correction form to the Registrar's Office, Jones 004. If you do
not want your addresses printed in
the Logger Ledger or released for
any and all non-University businesses
indicate that on the address form.
The local address is your address
while attending classes. Mailings
during the term, such as mid-term
grades, notes, land preregistration
appointments, are mailed here.
Those students living in campus
housing (not rental houses) need not
submit their local address because
the Housing Office will keep it current.
The permanent address is your address between terms and over the
summer. Final grades and other
mailings done when school is out are

sent nere.
The emergency name and address
should be that of your parent, guardian or spouse. If you have none of
these, list a close relative or friend.
Besides being used as an emergency
contact, this address is used to send
mailings to parents about events on
campus and other UPS news

Thanksgiving
Christmas
Reservations
need to be made now
Within walking distance
.

Golden Rule Travel
2518 No. Adams
Tacoma 98406

752-1438

OPEN THE
DOOR TO A
GREAT MEXICAN
RESTAURANT
Superb Mexican dining &
tantalizing Margueritas.
6x18 SIXTH AVENUE ( Across from 14phland II
PHONE 54.4-7229

riociRS 4.o.
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THE NEW SOUND.

ern %IC
-Mellow Rock and Jazzplus The Morning Class
Classical Music M-F 6:30-9 am.

CALL THE
"New Sound"
at x 3490
off-campus 756-3490

-Alsowith St. Paul's Methodist
Church
11•15-1200 AM Every Sunday
Every Home Football game-Live Broadcast

Morning

Worship

Your First Chance to Win!
Let your hair down and cut it
with Bernard's Hair Inc., located in
the Jafco Plaza. Listen for the
sound of the "phone tone" and
CALL TO WIN!
From Bernard's and KUPS
If you are interested in becoming a member of the "KUPS Team" call

756-3277. for details!
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Left: Chief Justice Warren E. Burger delivers dedication remarks at the Norton Clapp Law Facility. Below: Mrs.
Burger (center) applauds her husband's comments.

Photos by Steve Harvey

Norton Clapp Law
Facility Dedicated:

Above; Phil Phibbs introduces
guests at the dedication; standing
(left to right) Donnald Voorhees,
Judge, U.S. District Court; Robert
Utter, Chief Justice, Washington
State Supreme Court; Eugene
Wright, U.S. Court of Appeals for
the 9th Circuit, Seattle, and Chairman of the Board of Visitors for
the Law School; Betty B. Fletcher,
Judge, U.S. Court of Appeals 9th
Circuit, Seattle District; Jack Taner, Judge U.S. District Court, Edward P. Reed, Chief Judge, Divison 2, Washington State Court of
Appeals; Richard Nahstoll, Former
Chairman Accredidation Committee, American Bar Association (sitting, left to right) Lowry Wyatt,
Trestee; Norton Clapp; Warren E.
Burger; Senator Henry Jackson;
Donald Cohen, Acting Dean of the
Law School; Joseph A. Sinclitico,

Former Dean.

Above: Norton Clapp comments on his namesake.
Left: President Phil Phibbs introduces UPS senior Ron
Drnjevic to the Chief Justice.
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Morality Wave Continued
cont. from page 2
cry at the same time. It makes me wonder whatever happened to the
principle of the separation of Church and State. (And it must be remembered that churches are tax exempt).
These fundamentalists, claiming 65 million people, have published
a magazine grading politicians on their spirituality in relation to political choices. To get a high grade, a politician must be anti-gay rights,
pro-prayer in public schools, and anti-abortion. Parishoners are told it
is "sinful" to vote for any man who doesn't get a high grade.
I find such activity difficult to understand. I'm not saying Christian
individuals should not get involved in politics, but what has become of
the basic human respect for the moral and value privacy of others?
Anderson insists that morality cannot be legislated. He explained
that fifteen years ago he felt otherwise, but made a mistake. (His
honesty in admitting his mistake is refreshing). And he also insists that
spiritual beliefs cannot be legislated. Anderson's position demonstrates a respect for the choices of all individuals, Christian or not
Reagan's attitude places the new-wave political Christians on some
sort of pedestal; and I suppose they are supposed to teach the rest of
us poor damned souls how to be morally reflective.
Well I, for one, would never be so cock-sure of my own moral code
to ever try and legislate it for an entire country, or even my own
daughter. But on the other hand, I would never doubt my own
integrity enough to let some organization with more political influence than myself choose my moral and value codes for me. Just the
thought of it is outrageous. In my opinion, there is no individual more
dangerous than one who believes his own moral values to be universally absolute.
Enough said. Under the patronizing circumstances, I think John Anderson did extremely well. And not too much can be said of Jimmy
Carter.
It seemed ironic but rather appropriate that Archie Bunker followed 60 Minutes.

From the Podium
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By Sam Chandler
The purpose of this particular column is to inform you about the
events, which will be occuring throughout the year, sponsored by the
ASUPS Lectures Committee. Of course, the column will not be limited
to this one aspect only; there will no occassion when I will diverge
completely, simply for the sake of diversity. It is, however, my intention to highlight specific University happenings.
With the above being all stated and understood, let's concentrate
on the first orders of business. It would be fair to assume that we are
currently living in a political age, and it would also be fair to assume
that everyone is not politically inclined...Fair??? Well then, I should
state that it was exactly these assumptions upon which we, the Lecture
Committee, selected speakers for you. We attempted to gather a
cross-section of individuals for whom you and the general public
would be interested in. As you may well be aware of, the main series
sponsored by the Lectures Committee is entitled "On The Podium."
Among the speakers slated for the podium are Daniel Ellsberg, Nikki
Giovanni, John Dean, Richard Brautigan, and Dick Gregory.
The Committee will also sponsor several mini-series or conferences
this year. The next mini-series will be on learning how to meditate.
Actually, it's a five-week lecture and experiential workshop offered on
Tuesday evenings from 7-8:30 pm beginning September 30th. The
instructor, Hank Levine, will focus on several topics such as consciousness, psychic love, the philosophy of meditation, mantras, intuition,
and the goal of meditation; stages of relaxation, concentration, and
meditation will be taught, as well Hank is a medical from the U of W
who has taught meditation for five years and has appeared on TV and
radio discussing meditation. For further information about this free
workshop or any other series, feel free to contact me at 756-3367.

A.R.S. to Perform
The Atlanta Rhythm Section will be here in concert for Homecoming, Saturday, October II, at 8:00. Their well-known style is a unique
blend of pop and southern rock. Their many hits include: "Imaginary
Lover," "Spooky," "So Into You," "I'm Not Going To Let It Bother Me
Tonight," "Do It Or Die," and "Champagne Jam," all of which peaked
in Billboard's Top 20. Tickets are available to students at the Info
Booth for $6.00, and at the Bon Marche for $7.50. All tickets will be
$8.50 on the day of the show.

Dienst Receives Scholarship
University of Puget Sound senior he received the UPS Wrestling
William Dienst, Jr., has been named Coaches Award for his participation
recipient of a $5,000 scholarship for in the sport during the 1977-78 acapremedical studies from the demic year. He is a member of Phi
the
Biology
students'
Allenmore Medical Foundation. The Sigma,
honarary.
scholarship, awarded entirely on the
Dienst's community volunteer acbasis of merit and academic distinctivities include work at the family
tion, covers full tuition for the reciclinic, Eastside Clinic and the Allenpient's senior year, with the balance
of the funds designated for expenses more Hypertension Clinic.
The more than 100 pre-medical stuof medical school application fees
dents at UPS have over the years voand travel for admission interviews.
"The prestigious Allenmore Scho- lunteered their assistance in
larship is an especially encouraging Tacoma's free medical clinics and
vote of confidence in our pre-medi- sponsored guest speakers from the
cal program," Dr. Phibbs said. "We Pacific Northwest community.
Since 1969, 85 percent of the
are grateful that our students are offered such a generous incentive to
University's "highly recommended"
continue to strive for excellence."
premedical graduates have been
Dienst, Sr., of Redmond, Wash., is a
accepted into medical schools acBiology major with a minor area of
cross the country.
concentration in Philosophy. He
The Allenmore Medical
graduated from Redmond High
Foundation also
supports the
School in 1977.
advancement of medicine in Pierce
Active in the UPS Honors Program, County through the funding of educational and other worth programs.
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Women's Track:

Off to a Fast Start
By Eric Dillingham
Last Saturday, the UPS women's
team suprised a competitive field of
runners from several schools located
throughout the Northwest.
In Portland's Pier Park, the lady
harriers met such teams as Lewis and
Clark, University of Portland, Clackamas Community College and
Mount Hood Community College
University of Portland finished
first, and Clackamas Community
College edged UPS by a single point.
The Loggers managed to place
their first five runners in the top half
of their competition. They were, respectively, Angela French (second),
Kathleen Parnell(fourth), Cindy
Peters (eleventh), Nancy Egans
(twenty-first) and Cindy Henry (twenty first). Cindy came in just ahead of
her teammates Laura Wood, Lori
Keelly, Jeolleen Howard and Susan
.

By Craig Smith

Burren.
Unfortunately, the men's team did
not fare as well as the women's
team. Although their time were quite
good, the competition was too
tough; the Loggers finished tenth our
of eleven teams.
A large freshman contingent has
joined the team making the chances
for improvement quite likely. This,
coupled also with a well-rounded
balance of sophomores and juniors,
should provide a way to success for
the latter half of this season and the
next several seasons to come.
Mark Langovin was the first UPS
runner to finish the 4.75 mile course.
He sprinted in with a time of 25:31;
he finished thirty-first. He was
followed by comrades Doug
Bergmann, Tom Nolan, Eric Dillingham, and Bill Bobbs.

Martial Arts Class

Master Allan Shishir, a native of
the Phillipines and a Martial Artist to
the fullest extent of the phrase, is
offering classes in Tai Chi and Holistic Martial Arts in Tacoma. Shishir,
on a visit to Washington less than
three short weeks ago, decided that,
if there was interest enough in learning the discipline he would be more
than happy to stay and teach.
His program is not based on aggressive defense of egotistical power, but on a total development program for the Body, Mind and Spirit.
"Our goal is for the participants to
achieve harmony through the learning of this Art; a mastery of the art
which is achieved through the faithful practice of the techniques.
"The combination of various exerfises, meditation, and therapy will
help the participants to slowly eliminate tension, insomnia, fatigue, and
body and mind sluggishness; regulate
blood circulation, release energy
blocks and infuse new energy-

vibration through the human system.
The result will prove healthy, the
student feeling mental alertness,
quick reflexes, clarity of thinking,
self-discipline, concentration, and
peace of mind."
This is one basic program, which
encompasses both soft and hard styles, are presented with demonstrations and lectures, meditation, and
body movements. Included in the
Holistic program is Yoga Asanas, K hi
exercises-release of secret powers of
the body, and Shiatsu Therapy-a
technique or releasing energy blocks
in the head, back, arms, and legs. As
students progress in their technical
and physical training, they learn to
condition themselves into a relaxed
but alert consciousness, not only
physically, but intellectually. They
will attain a state of self-control that
outwardly manifests complete
dominion of any situation they are
facing. After the student attains the
basic postures and movements, the
instructor will give them Kung-fu
and Karate interpretation derived
from various animal movements de
pending on the participants individual needs.
When I first mei Allan Shishir, I
was overwhelmed by the gentle disposition of his personality. He
began learning the hard style of
martial arts when he was eight and
became a black belter at the age of
14. He later went on to India, to
study advanced lessons in Yoga and
Tantra. For the next five years, he
went to Japan, Thailand, Malaysia,
then to the United States and
Canada (1970-75)-where he taught
Martial Arts and also participated in
world martial arts tournaments,
emerging as champion in both kungfu and karate.
He also spent time teaching at the
University of Hawaii, Berkeley and
Stanford universities in California;
and worked with martial arts in-
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Opportunity was the big story for
the UPS team,—opportunity lost.
The Loggers had two touchdowns
taken away and also missed a field
goal chance. Also, on a fine kickoff
return of 53 yards by Raine he
fumbled the ball over to the Humboldt group. A penalty nullified an
excellent "coffin-corner" punt made
by Wade Stephens which was
downed on the 1/2 yard line. Even
with all these troubles the Loggers
pulled through.
The offense seemed to be content
with bashing the line with the rushing game and finished with 121yards
in that department. They finished
with 107 yards passing for a total of
230 yards offense. The California
squad ended with 269 but much of
that was against the Logger second
and third string as Coach Simonson
substituted freely.
Leading the defense much of the
game was junior linebacker Rick
Milton. Milton played his finest
game as a Logger. Leading tacklers
were Zack Hill, Dave Allison, Bob
Jackson, Buster Crok, and Mike
Hallis. Monster back Greg Jackson
played an intimidating force in the
defensive backfield for the Loggers,
knocking down three passes and
1 intercepting one.
The strong wind played havoc
with the passing game for both
teams, with Steve Hunt, UPS freshman QB frustrated by the gusts. A
structor Sensei Akira Sato, represenHunt pass was ruled incomplete as
tativefor the Shito-Ryu-Itoskia karate
the officials judged that Mike Bos
from Japan. He is also founder of
dropped a pass in the end zone and
the Phoenix Natural Life Centre,
added some frustration.
giving classes in martial arts yoga
Bos finished with three receptions
and awareness training.
for 31 yards and Ron Bagby caught 3
Upon his return to the Phillipines,
for 43.
he got himself involved in consciousBagby also led the Logger runners
ness training with the Caliraya
with 57 yards including the Logger's
Foundation and served as training
final TD of 12 yards. Rick Linblad
associate with HERO (Human Enerhad 44 yards rushing.
gy Resource Organization). He has
The UPS team will fly down to
also appeared in Martial Arts picCal-State Hayward this weekend to
tures and various other movies, the
face the California team. Game
latest of which is "Five Fist Style."
time is 1:00.
If enough interest and enthusiasm
is expressed in this program, Shishir
is willing to make it top priority in
his extremely active schedule. If
you are interested, participating or
just curious about martial arts and
The Intramurals program is off to
Holistic development, contact Craig
a strong start this fall. Both men's
Smith in the Trail Office (phone 756and women's football leagues have
3397) or come in and leave a mesa fairly good turnout. The men's
sage with your phone number. The
league has a 15-team schedule and
Trail Office is located in room 8 of
the women field a 12-team schedule.
the SUB.
Men's pigskin action got under way

By Jeff Crane
Although a 17-7 score is not indicative of a romp, the University of
Puget Sound Loggers this weekend
showed that a close score does not
necessarily mean a close game. Just
before halftime last Saturday the
Loggers awoke If rom a bit of a lazy
sleep and decided to put the Lumberjacks from Humboldt State back
on the bus with a loss.
With 48 seconds left in the half,
Monty Laughlin booted a 44 yard
field goal and standout Mike Raine
intercepted a short pass from Lumberjack QB Erik Pederson with 20
seconds left to put the Loggers
ahead 10-0. The victory avenged the
13-7 loss that the Logger squad suffered last season in California. Now
3-0, UPS has won 10 straight on its
home field.
The Loggers played nearly 90
players as evidence to their confidence even though it was a mistakefilled ball game. Humboldt State
had four intercepted passes and the
Loggers had one There were seven
total fumbles with the Loggers losing
three of the four. Penalties were
rampant, with 12 penalties stepped
off against the Lumberjacks for 130
yards and 13 for 107 for the Loggers.

Offered

Intramurals

on Monday, Sept. 22nd, while the
women gridders took to the trenches
on Wednesday the 24th.
Men's soccer will also be beginning this week. The teams will start
competing on Friday the 26th.
Weekly game schedules will be
posted in the SUB, outside the library, in the lobby of the fieldhouse,
and in the I.M. office. Please check
these areas for your future games.

*** Notice***
The calendar in the Fall class
schedule incorrectly lists the due
date for Spring and Summer incomplete grades. Students must have all
assignments completed and given to
the instructor by October 24, 1980
The instructor then has one week to
evaluate the work and submit a final
grade to the Registrar's Office.

Friday, September 26

Jean Hill Comments on New Conduct Code, Alcohol Policy,- Notes Plans for the Year
Trail: Well, what are you going to do about implementation?
Hill: Well, we've already put forth some suggestions to the residence
halls, in terms of how they might implement the policy and fraternities
and sororities have the materials, too, and that's basically it. It's
pretty straightforward; if you violate the policy a variety of things will
take place.
The basic issue seems to me, as with all Alcohol Policies, is what's
private and what's public, in terms of areas. And the fraternities and
sororities are clearly governed by the use agreement that they have
with the University. And the residence halls are of course more broadly governed by the policy in general, and for private space there is a
person's own private room.
Trail: Will the policy be applied to the annex houses?
Hill: Yes, it applies to all University housing.
Trail: What sort of relationship do you want to maintain between your
office and the annex houses? Jim Degel says that the University says
that it is a landlord-tenant relationship, and if that is true then you
couldn't apply the Alcohol Policy to them.
Hill: What do you mean, you couldn't apply the Alcohol Policy?
Trail: He said that if it was really a landlord-tenant relationship, then
the people in the annex houses (off campus), when they were doing
things at those annex houses, they would only be governed by
Washington State Law.
Hill: Well, the Alcohol Policy .is reflective of the Washington State
Law. And that is that there is no drinking in public places. So anything
outside of the annex house would be considered public place and
therefore would be a violation of the State Law as well as the Alcohol
Policy.
Trail: Okay, but you would sanction them under the Alcohol Policy...?
Hill: Sanction?. Oh...Take action? I don't know, I can't answer that at
this point in Nem. Because I'm not familiar enough with the contract
with the annex houses, as to what people sign as far as a lease. I
haven't seen a lease; so I really don't know. I'd have to take a look at
the lease before I could respond to that question.
Trail: What sort of relationship with the students do you want the
Dean of Students office to have?
Hill: Well, I think a Dean of Students office has to have-anywhere-has
to have a relationship that's open and responsive to whatever the
students' needs and their concerns are, and make an attempt to meet
those particular needs, and answer questions, provide service to them
and support, give them terms of how you make decisions, leadership
skills, working with groups, basic kinds of living/learning skills, and
being available to students as much as possible, and helping students
with any kind of hassle that may come their way, seeing if we can help
it through. That's basically it, I think.
Trail: Do you have any special comments you want to make before
this interview ends?
Hill: No, not really. I think that we've got a year ahead of us, I think,
and we've already gotten into a variety of things. It's going to involve
a lot of refocus in terms of the kinds of programs-or, not necessarily
programs, but the way in which programs are operated through the
office-and we're operating much more in a team kind of approach
than has been done in the past, and I think that we have a lot of work
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ahead of us in terms of building rapport and changing some attitudes
with regard to the kinds of services the office has to provide, and I
think we also have a lot of expectations that people have of us, that to
meet these expectations; and some of them, I think, are unrealistic.
We're not going to be able to change overnight, and there's a lot of
things that need to be changed, and particularly policy and
philosophy and working with people, and trying to develop a situation
where people understand that we're being consistent, and we are
being insistent, and we're showing them that through our behavior.
And trying to clarify policies and procedures, things of that nature.
But there's a lot of work to be done like that, and that, unfortunately,
takes up a lot of time that many of us would like to be doing creative
kinds of things. So we're into pretty basic kinds of things, like defining
philosophy, goals, objectives, direction; that kind of thing. None of
that's been done in the past. So we need to do that at this point, and
that's what we're attempting to do right now.
Editor's Note: The above interview was edited in terms of which questions and answers were chosen to print; however, the words of Dean
Hill were not altered in any way.

Safety & Security'Split the Sheets'
John M. Hickey has recently been
named director of business services
at the University of Puget Sound, according to UPS Financial Vice President Ray Bell. Hickey has been the
director of safety and security at
UPS since 1974.
Assuming his new duties this
month, he oversees six administrative service departments of the University including: security, the bookstore, the print shop and copy center, food service, mail and telephone
services and the physical plant.
A 1969 graduate of Tacoma's
Wilson High School, Hickey played
on the varsity football team and was
captain of the varsity wrestling
team. Hickey was graduated "with
distinction" in police science and
administration from Washington
State University, 1973. In 1975 he
earned his master's degree in police
science and administration from
WSU.

Hickey has been a part-time instructor at Tacoma Highline Community Colleges in the administration of justice departments. He also
has served on Fort Steilacoom and
Highline Community College
committees as an advisor on
security and justice matters.
In this newly created position
Hickey will administer the UniYersity's programs in the areas of insurance and risk management, safety,
and energy conservation. He also
will oversee further efforts to make
all UPS facilities accessible to the
handicapped.

THE REGISTRAR'S OFFICE WOULD
LIKE TO THANK ALL THE STUDENT
WORKERS WHO HELPED WITH
FALL REGISTRATION, SEPTEMBER
3RD, 4TH, AND 5TH, AND ALSO
ALL THOSE WHO WORKED
DURING THE ADD/DROP PERIOD.

annual UPS
Welcome back night
4th

MAGOO'S ANNEX
*Trivia Quiz???
win two Seahawks tickets

CAP and Gown
Fittings For Dec.
Graduates

OCT 1st WED.
8:30-4:30

* Bladder bust (bluelight special)
8:00 'till closing
*Fraternity discounts on kegs

759-6300

2710 N. 21st

At The Bookstore
Faculty Can Now
Rent Caps And Gowns
UPS BOOKSTORE 15th N LAWRENCE

Friday, September 26
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THE COMBAT ZONE
The Combat Zone is intended as a
satirical work and has, as such, been
set off from the rest of this
newspaper. Any resemblance to any
person, place, or other entity, with
or without satirical intent, is strictly
coincidental.

SAE'S SHOW STAG FILMS
Sigma Nu counters with live performances
A current trend which has greatly upset the administration is the return of fraternity-sponsored fund-raisers which tenuously tightrope
moral and legal grounds. It began when the SAE's publicized that
their pledge class would exhibit X-rated fare for $2.00 in order to raise
money for their pledge dance. Over 150 people arrived to see such
shorts as "Cannibal House," and "The American Gigolo Strikes Back."
SAE President Bob Bolton defended the project as "entirely legal and
completely overblown by an ultra-conservative administration. They
have no right governing our religious or social morals."
The Sigma Nu House then seized the opportunity to stage live acts
which left nothing to the imagination. Commented one member of the
house, who insisted on anonymity, "why not demand money for some-thing we've been doing for free for years." Turnout for the event was
amazingly low. Remarked one Gamma Phi: "There's really nothing to
see."
At last report, the Beta Cocaine Research Center is at full operation.
Commented President Mike McLeod: "Never has our demand been so
high. Our pledges have never had redder eyes." McLeod also
announced a new product. "We are,to start selling PCP. We think
that there is a vast market, considering how much the Independents
love the stuff." When asked about the illegality of their product,
Bruce O'Donnell responded: "Our house is 95 percent Liberterian and
we want to display our protest against the interference by the government in the innocent endeavors of private industry."

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
Phibbs Resigns

Hill
Becomes President
University of Puget Sound President Phil
Phibbs announced last Monday his intention
of retiring from UPS. "I'm sick of everything.
I'm tired of everyone bad-mouthing me," remarked the Ivy Leaguer."
marked the Ivy Leaguer. "I'm retiring to Fox
Island to raise pigs."
When asked if he thought that raising pigs
would be right for him, Phibbs replied, "Of
course it will. I've been working with them for
eight years."
Replacing Phibbs will be Jean Hill, who was
recently hired as Dean of Students. "Phil
knew he would be retiring when he hired me.
He was looking for a successor," Hill
commented. When asked what she would do
as President, Hill responded,"Tear this place
down and start all over."
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